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Setting Parental Controls on a Windows Computer. 

Go to; 

Start/ control panel/ user accounts/manage accounts/set up family controls OR Parental 
Controls 

If the young person is sharing a computer, they MUST have their own account and 
password, which must be created as an account for a younger user. They must NOT be able 
to log on as an adult. This is contrary to all good practice and Fostering Together’ s own 
policies and procedures. 

Depending on the version of Windows you have you can set  

1) Time restrictions 
2) Web site restrictions 
3) Age restriction content 

Safe Search 

On Google, add in’ safe search’ to their account. You do this my logging on as the child, 
going to Google, then Settings (usually in bottom right hand corner) then switching on Safe 
Search. You can then lock safe search which prevents explicit content. You do this by signing 
in on same page to your Gmail account. If you do not have one it is worth creating just for 
this. Same account can be used for YouTube. When safe search is on, brightly coloured balls 
are visible at the top of the page. Therefore, is the child manages to disable it you can see 
straight away. 

SafeSearch Lock 

Sign in to lock Safe Search.  

Locking Safe Search sets Safe Search to use strict filtering and restricts others' ability to 
change this preference. Strict filtering filters both explicit text and explicit images from your 
search results. Learn more  

How do I know that Safe Search is locked?  

To indicate that Safe Search is locked for this browser we've added colored balls to the top 
of all search pages. If the colored balls are not present, then Safe Search is no longer locked.  
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Microsoft Family Safety 

Welcome to Family Safety 

  

4 tips to help you get started with Family Safety 

  

  

  

Keep an eye out for weekly activity reports 

Family Safety helps you keep track of your kids' PC activities. Activity reports include 
your child's website visits and online searches, as well as their app and game usage, 
downloads, and time spent on the PC. 

See activity reports 
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Set up Family Safety on all your PCs 

If your kids have access to multiple PCs, you should install and set up Family Safety on 
all of them. Associating all the PCs a child uses with one account collects all that 
child's activities in a single report. 

Get set up 
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Add a parent 

You can easily add another parent to Family Safety, to help you monitor your kids' 
activities, respond to their requests, and keep track of their weekly activities. 

Add a parent account 
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Customize your child's settings online 

With Family Safety, you decide which websites, apps, and games your kids can use, 
and when and how long each child can use the PC. And you can change or update 
those settings on the web at any time. 

How do I customize the settings? 
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